The International Olympic Committee (IOC) OFFERS THE FOLLOWING VIDEO NEWS RELEASE TO ALL NEWS AGENCIES, BROADCASTERS AND ALL ONLINE PLATFORMS FREE OF CHARGE.

**Event:** 27 April 2016. Olympic Games Rio 2016 Torch Relay.

**Story Headline:** The Olympic Flame officially handed over to Rio 2016 - 100 days before the Opening Ceremony at Maracanã Stadium on 5 August

**Release Date:** 27 April 2016  
**Video content Location:** Panathenaic Stadium, Athens, Greece.

Wide shot of the Olympic and Greek flag.

Shot of President of the Republic Prokopi Pavlopoulos arriving at the Panathenaic Stadium and waving at the crowd.

Close up shot of the Brazilian, Olympic and Greek flag.

Shot of performers walking into place.

Wide shot of performers ready to perform.

Shot of Olympic silver medallist high jumper Niki Bakogianni running with the Olympic flame.

Shot of rowing World Champion Yiannis Psimadas lighting the Olympic flame in the Panathenaic Stadium.

Close up shot of the flame.

Shot of priestesses’ dance.

Shot of the choir singing.
Shot of President of Hellenic Olympic Committee Spyros Capralos and President of the Rio 2016 Organising Committee Carlos Nuzman.

Close up of Spyros Capralos giving a speech inside the Panathenaic Stadium.

Close up shot of Carlos Nuzman.

Close up shot of the torch being lit.

Close up shot of spectators taking photos and watching.

Shot of Spyros Capralos taking the Olympic torch.

Close up of Spyros Capralos holding the Olympic torch.

Close up of Spyros Capralos and Carlos Nuzman with the Olympic torch.

Shot of performers performing martial art Capoeira.

Close up of drum being played.

Close up of ‘samba’ dance being performed.

Wide shot of martial art Capoeira being performed.

Shot of traditional Greek dance Zorba being performed.

SOUNDBYTE: Carlos Nuzman, President of the Olympic Games Rio 2016 Organising Committee (English Language)
“Oh yes, it’s a great honour and a great emotion and today is 100 days until the opening ceremony and it’s a pleasure to be be with my friend Spyros (Capralos) and to celebrate here the lighting of the flame and having the flame.”

Shot of various national flags.
SOUNDBYTE: Spyros Capralos, President of Hellenic Olympic Committee (English Language)
“We think that sport brings peace and brings a better world to the people. Today with the flame going to Brazil we think it will bring success to the thirty first Olympic Games which are going to happen in 100 days from today.

SOUNDBYTE: Carlos Nuzman, President of the Olympic Games Rio 2016 Organising Committee (English Language)
“Spectacular, a big celebration with happiness and a lot of peace and diversity.”

Shot of Spyros Capralos and Carlos Nuzman carrying the Olympic lantern.
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